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Abstract. We describe enhancements to the pre- and postcondition
technique that help specifications convey information more effectively.
Some enhancements allow one to specify redundant information that can
be used in “debugging” specifications. For instance, adding examples to
a specification gives redundant information that may aid some readers,
and can also be used to help ensure that the specification says what is
intended. Other enhancements allow improvements in frame axioms for
object-oriented (OO) procedures, better treatments of exceptions and
inheritance, and improved support for incompletely-specified types.

Many of these enhancements were invented by other authors, but are not
widely known. They have all been integrated into Larch/C++, a Larch-
style behavioral interface specification language for C++. However, such
enhancements could also be used to make other specification languages
more effective tools for communication.

Keywords: specification language design, expressiveness, liberal specifica-
tion, redundancy, debugging, history constraint, Larch.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

The pre- and postcondition technique was described by Hoare in his classic article
[26]. This technique forms the basis of most contemporary specification languages
for sequential systems [1, 15, 16, 18, 23, 28, 31, 41, 40, 42, 43, 47, 50, 51].
(However, Z [24, 52] is an exception, as Z preconditions are not explicitly stated,
but instead are calculated from the specification given [60, Chapter 14].)

We take as our starting point an excellent article by Jonkers [30], which, like
this paper, is addressed to specification language designers. Jonkers says (page
428):

J. Wing, J. Woodcock, J. Davies (Eds.): FM’99, Vol. II, LNCS 1709, pp. 1087–1106, 1999.
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“Nowadays the pre- and postcondition technique is considered a stan-
dard technique in software development as it is being taught in almost
every basic software engineering course. This gives the impression that
the technique has fully matured and that it can be applied everyday in
software development practice. The fact that this is not really the case
is camouflaged by the sloppy and informal way pre- and postconditions
are generally used in practice.”

Besides reconstructing the pre- and postcondition technique, Jonkers de-
scribes several enhancements. These enhancements are found in the specifica-
tion language COLD-1 [15]. The following briefly summarizes the enhancements
COLD-1 makes over previous specification languages, such as VDM [1, 16, 28]
and other languages in the Larch family [23]:

– Dependent variables, the declaration of which allows the dependent variable
to be modified whenever the variables it depends on are modified. Depen-
dent variables can be specified either directly, or indirectly using pre- and
postconditions. (See also Leino’s work on dependencies [37].)

– Fine-grained frame axioms using wild cards and expressions, which allow one
to specify the variables that can be changed more concisely and precisely.

– Let clauses, which allow the introduction of local named abbreviations.
– Some extensions for the specification of reactive systems.

1.2 Contribution

Our work extends Jonker’s work in that all the extensions we discuss in this
paper are new with respect to COLD-1. Many enhancements that we describe
are the work of other authors. Except for the ideas of user-selectable partial
vs. total correctness, and certain forms of redundancy, it is not our intention to
claim the other enhancements as our own. Instead we wish to highlight them so
that they might become more widely known and used in specification language
design.

We show how all these enhancements are integrated in Larch/C++ [32, 33],
a Larch-style behavioral interface specification language for C++. Larch/C++

adopts most of the COLD-1 extensions, except for the technical ideas for fine-
grained frame axioms and the extensions for the specification of reactive systems,
and includes the enhancements discussed below. This integration enhances the
rhetorical effectiveness and utility of Larch/C++.

Nevertheless, the enhancements we discuss would apply equally well to other
specification languages, including those outside the Larch family. That is, the
ideas themselves are not specific to Larch/C++ or even to Larch, but to the pre-
and postcondition technique generally.

We believe that specifications written using these enhancements provide more
precise and more easily understandable contracts. Briefly, we hope that our en-
hancements make specifications more expressive.
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By more expressive we mean that the specifications convey information more
immediately to the reader. That is, in this paper we care not so much about what
can be expressed, but how easy it is to express and understand.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to experimentally validate our hopes for
increased expressiveness. Instead, we claim just to demonstrate the plausibility
of increased expressiveness by showing suggestive examples, and leave for later
experiential or experimental validation. What we present is a necessary first step.
Furthermore, we believe that too little attention is paid to the expressiveness
of specifications in the formal methods and reuse communities. We believe that
it would be interesting to investigate the degree to which the expressiveness of
formal methods affects their use and cost-effectiveness.

We also claim that some of the enhancements we describe can increase the
quality of specifications. This is particularly true of the redundancy enhance-
ments described in Section 5, which can be used to check that the specification
says what is intended [55, 54, 56].

1.3 Overview

In Section 2 below we show how to allow the specifier to choose either total or
partial correctness specifications. In Section 3, we describe a syntactic sugar,
“case analysis,” that helps break specifications up into more easily understood
pieces. In Section 4, we describe some improvements to frame axioms. In Sec-
tion 5, we describe how to add redundancy, including examples, to specifications.
In Section 6, we describe “history constraints” that can constrain how states can
change. Finally, we offer some conclusions.

2 Liberal Specifications

Most pre- and postcondition-based specification languages have a total correct-
ness [13] semantics. That is, a specification such as Figure 1 must always termi-
nate if the precondition is satisfied.

extern void inc(int& i) throw();

//@ behavior {

//@ requires assigned(i, pre) /\ i^ < INT_MAX;

//@ modifies i;

//@ ensures i’ = i^ + 1;

//@ }

Fig. 1. The Larch/C++ specification of the C++ function inc.
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(In Figure 1, the first line gives the C++ function’s interface. It says that
inc takes an integer argument passed by reference, returns nothing, and may
not throw exceptions. The behavior of inc is specified in the remaining lines.
The precondition starts with the keyword requires, and the postcondition with
the keyword ensures. The notation i^ is the pre-state value of the variable i,
and i’ is its post-state value. The notation assigned(i, pre) means that i has
been assigned a proper value in the pre-state; /\ means “and”. The modifies
clause is a frame axiom, which says that only the object i can have its value
changed.)

A partial correctness , or liberal , semantics means that when the precondi-
tion is satisfied, then if the procedure terminates, the postcondition must hold.
However, termination is not required. By termination, we mean return to the
caller of a procedure, either normally or by throwing an exception. Infinite loops,
jumps to other parts of the program, and program abortion are not termination.

In Larch/C++, users can specify procedures using either the total or partial
correctness semantics. Specifications that use just the keyword ensures have
a total correctness semantics, and those that use ensures liberally have a
partial correctness semantics. (The keyword liberally is inspired by Dijkstra’s
terminology [13]; it has been suggested that on exit might be better.)

One use for partial correctness specifications, as in Hoare’s original work [26],
is to avoid finiteness issues. For example, instead of specifying inc as in Fig-
ure 1, one could drop the precondition conjunct i^ < INT_MAX and use ensures
liberally in the postcondition. In this altered specification, the postcondition
would only need to be satisfied if the procedure terminated; for example, a correct
implementation could abort the program if the result could not be represented.
As a contract this is less precise since no call need terminate, but it is shorter.

Such finiteness issues often arise in allocation routines, such as C++ con-
structors. For example, if an implementation of a constructor might plausibly
need to allocate some memory from the heap, a total correctness specification
would have to describe the circumstances in which there is enough memory avail-
able. Not only would such a specification be tedious and longer, but it might
also overly constrain implementations. The problem is that there is no way to
know how much memory all possible implementations might need.

Although one might specify that a very generous amount of memory is re-
quired for termination, doing so with just a total correctness specification would
impose no obligation at all on implementations when the very generous amount
was not available. In Larch/C++, one can combine total and partial correctness
specifications for the same procedure, and thus more precisely specify both when
a call must terminate and what must be true on termination. The semantics of
such combinations uses the ideas of Dijkstra and others [13, 46, 25].

Another way out of the difficulty with allocation routines would be to change
the meaning of total correctness. For example, one could use a variation on
Poetzsch-Heffter’s semantics [49, page 48] and require termination only if no
memory allocation errors occur.
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However, there are other uses for partial correctness. A prime use is in speci-
fying when a procedure must not terminate. A simple example is the C++ abort
procedure, which can be specified as in Figure 2. This procedure can always be
called, but when called must abort program execution instead of terminating,
and hence cannot be specified with a total correctness semantics.

void abort();

//@ behavior {

//@ ensures liberally false;

//@ }

Fig. 2. Specification of abort.

The use of partial correctness, together with case analysis (see below), allows
one to specify exactly under what conditions a procedure must not terminate.
This technique is useful in precisely specifying contracts for procedures written
for languages (or compilers) without exception handling. This idea appears in
sugared form in the LCL checks clause [23, 55, 54, 56].

Partial correctness is also useful for specifying procedures for which there
is no known totally-correct implementation. Interpreters for Turing-complete
languages are examples.

3 Case Analysis

A simple syntactic sugar, which we call case analysis, is helpful in breaking up
specifications into more manageable chunks, and in specifying procedures that
can throw exceptions. Its advantage over special-purpose notations for exceptions
(as in LM3 [29, 23], to cite just one example) is that it is also useful for other
kinds of case analysis This sugar was pioneered by Wing [59, Section 4.1.4].
The idea is that a specification can be split into several cases, all of which
must be satisfied by a correct implementation. This concept was independently
reinvented by Wills [57]. Wills called specification cases “capsules”, and used
them effectively in OO specifications.

In Larch/C++, specification cases are separated by the keyword also. Con-
sider the example of Figure 3. This example shows a specification with two cases.
The first case specifies an exception, the second the function’s “normal” behav-
ior, which is to set each element of the argument array to zero. (The notation
\A means “for all”.)

The desugaring of a specification with case analysis turns it into a specifica-
tion with a single total correctness and a single partial correctness case. Each
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#include "BadSize.h"

extern void ZeroArray(double x[], int n) throw(BadSize);

//@ behavior {

//@ requires n <= 0;

//@ ensures throws(BadSize);

//@ also

//@ requires 0 < n /\ n <= size(x) /\ allocated(x, pre);

//@ modifies x;

//@ ensures returns

//@ /\ (\A i: int ((0 <= i /\ i < n) => x’[i] = 0.0));

//@ }

Fig. 3. Specification of the C++ function ZeroArray. The predicate
throws(BadSize) is true when the function terminates and throws the named
exception; returns is true when the function terminates normally. The predicate
allocated(x, pre) is true when x is allocated in the pre-state.

such desugared case has as its precondition the disjunction (written \/) of the
preconditions of each corresponding case, and as its postcondition a conjunction
of implications, with each precondition implying (written =>) the corresponding
postcondition. For example, the specification in Figure 4 is the desugaring of
the specification in Figure 3. We think that Figure 3 is significantly easier to
understand.

The interaction of frame axioms with this desugaring is subtle. The frame
for the desugared specification has to allow all modifications permitted in each
original case, since that permission is needed by the whole procedure. To keep
the original meaning, however, the operator unchanged is used as needed in each
case. For example, in Figure 4, unchanged(x) is conjoined to the original first
case’s postcondition.

With just this sugar, however, precondition conjuncts that are shared among
cases would have to be repeated in each case. To avoid such repetition, cases in
Larch/C++ can be put in the scope of a precondition (and can also be nested).
For example, in Figure 5, the precondition assigned(s, pre) applies to both
cases. The desugaring first conjoins the outer precondition to each of the inner
ones, and applies the previous desugaring. Extracting common parts of precondi-
tions like this also highlights them for the reader. (We attach no special semantics
to such common preconditions, unlike Poetzsch-Heffter [49, pages 96-97].)

For OO specification languages, Wills pointed out that one can understand
inheritance of specifications as meaning that subtype objects must satisfy the
cases specified for them explicitly, as well as those of their supertypes. This
ensures that subtyping is behavioral [11, 42]; that is, subtype objects can be
reused according to their supertypes’ contracts.
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#include "BadSize.h"

extern void ZeroArray(double x[], int n) throw(BadSize);

//@ behavior {

//@ requires n <= 0 \/ (0 < n /\ n <= size(x) /\ allocated(x, pre));

//@ modifies x;

//@ ensures ((n <= 0) => (throws(BadSize) /\ unchanged(x)))

//@ /\ ((0 < n /\ n <= size(x) /\ allocated(x, pre))

//@ => (returns

//@ /\ \A i: int ((0 <= i /\ i < n) => x’[i] = 0.0)));

//@ }

Fig. 4. Desugared specification of ZeroArray.

4 Framing

A frame axiom in a procedure specification says that “nothing else changes” [5].
VDM and Z both have features to permit the specification of frame axioms (write
permissions in VDM, and ∆ in Z). In the Larch family, interface specifications
languages have followed Wing’s design for Larch/CLU [58] in using the modifies
clause to say that only the objects listed may have their abstract values changed.

In Larch/C++, the meaning of the modifies clause “modifies i;” is trans-
lated by a predicate like the following (see [33, Section 6.2.3.4] for exact details),
which can be thought of as conjoined to the postcondition.

ModifiedObjects(pre, post) \subseteq {i, residue_i}

In the above, the term ModifiedObjects(pre, post) denotes the set of all
objects modified in the transition from the pre-state to the post-state, and
\subseteq is a subset operator. The object residue_i stands for whatever ob-
jects i may depend on that are not in scope [37, Section 11.3]. The modifies
clause gives considerable notational abbreviation, because it asserts that all ob-
jects not mentioned retain their values.

4.1 Trashing

In the Larch family, predicates use the logic of the Larch Shared Language,
which is a logic of total functions [21, 35]. In such a logic, the pre- and post-
states, which are modeled by functions, will return proper values for objects that
are not allocated or that are not assigned a proper value. To avoid ill-defined
specifications, it is important that a specification written in such a logic ensures
that whenever an object’s value is mentioned in a given state, the object is
allocated (i.e., found in the domain of the state function), and assigned (i.e., given
a proper value). If this is not done, then logical problems may occur [8, 27, 36].
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#include "Stack.h"

#include "BadSize.h"

extern void pop2(Stack & s) throw(BadSize);

//@ behavior {

//@ requires assigned(s, pre);

//@ {

//@ requires size(s^) < 2;

//@ ensures throws(BadSize);

//@ also

//@ requires size(s^) >= 2;

//@ modifies s;

//@ ensures returns /\ s’ = pop(pop(s));

//@ ensures redundantly size(s’) = size(s^) - 2;

//@ }

//@ }

Fig. 5. Specification of pop2. The ensures redundantly clause is explained
below.

To avoid such problems in the semantics of the modifies clause, the set
ModifiedObjects(pre, post) can only include objects that are assigned values
in both the pre- and post-states and change their values, or that are allocated
in the pre-state and become assigned in the post-state.

However, in C++ and other languages without garbage collection, procedures
can trash an object, either by deallocating it or by making it unassigned (for
example, by “uninitializing” it from an unassigned variable). Since these actions
are not considered modifications, they are not covered by the modifies clause.
However, without additional support from the specification language, specifiers
would have to make assertions about which objects remain allocated and assigned
in each postcondition [7], which would be inconvenient and verbose.

To avoid having users write in postconditions assertions about what is not
trashed, Chalin [7] argued for a second part to the frame axiom in Larch interface
specifications. In Larch/C++ this is called the trashes clause. Only the objects
listed in the trashes clause may be trashed; hence all objects not mentioned
must remain assigned and allocated if they were in the pre-state, and an omitted
trashes clause means that nothing may be trashed.

As with the modifies clause, the trashes clause is a permission, not a
requirement to trash the objects mentioned. Consider the example in Figure 6
[33, Section 6.3.2.1]. The object pointed to by cp may be trashed, since it is
mentioned in the trashes clause. The postcondition says that it must be trashed
when the value of ref_count drops to 0, but may not be otherwise.
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extern void dec_ref(char *cp, int & ref_count) throw();

//@ behavior {

//@ requires allocated(cp, pre) /\ assigned(ref_count, pre)

//@ /\ ref_count^ >= 1;

//@ modifies ref_count;

//@ trashes *cp;

//@ ensures ref_count’ = ref_count^ - 1

//@ /\ (if ref_count’ = 0 then trashed(*cp) else ~trashed(*cp));

//@ ensures redundantly ref_count^ > 1 => ~trashed(*cp);

//@ example ref_count^ = 1 /\ ref_count’ = 0 /\ trashed(*cp);

//@ }

Fig. 6. Specification of the C++ function dec ref. The ensures redundantly
and example clauses are explained below.

In Larch/C++, the meaning of the trashes clause “trashes *cp;” is trans-
lated by a predicate like the following (see [33, Section 6.2.3.4] for details), which
can be thought of as conjoined to the postcondition.

TrashedObjects(pre, post) \subseteq {*cp, residue_star_cp}

As above, the object residue_star_cp stands for whatever objects *cp may
depend on that are not in scope [37, Section 11.3].

5 Redundancy

A redundant part of a specification does not itself form part of the contract,
but instead is a formalized commentary on it. By allowing a specifier to state
redundant properties explicitly, a specification language becomes more expres-
sive. First, it allows specifiers to state properties that are important for readers,
without cluttering up the main parts of the specification. More importantly, re-
dundant parts, since they are marked as redundant, allow checking of the main
parts of the specification. One important benefit is that the reader can check his
or her understanding of the main parts against the redundant parts. Another
benefit is that the specifier can record more of the thinking that went into the
specification; for example, various examples or properties of the specification
may be thought of first, and these do not have to be dropped when a more
general form is discovered.

The Larch family has emphasized the benefit of checking how well a specifica-
tion captures the specifier’s intuition by comparing the redundant parts against
the main parts; such checking is called “debugging” a specification [17]. For ex-
ample, the Larch Shared Language incorporates features that can be used to
state redundant claims about theories [23, Chapter 7].
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5.1 Redundant Postconditions

Tan’s work on LCL introduced redundancy into a specification language with
pre- and postconditions [55, 54, 56]. Of particular relevance here are Tan’s “pro-
cedure claims,” which state redundant properties that follow from the main part
of a specification. In Larch/C++, one can use an ensures redundantly clause
to state procedure claims. For example, in Figure 5 the ensures redundantly
clause in the second specification case highlights a property of that case; it says
that the stack’s size decreases by two. Another example occurs in Fig 6.

To use redundant postconditions in debugging a specification, for each such
redundancy claim, one would try to prove the following, where Pre is the case’s
precondition, Frame is the predicate that translates its frame axioms, Post is its
postcondition, and RedunPost is the claimed redundant postcondition [55, 54, 56]
[33, Section 6.8]. (All of these should be in their desugared forms.)

Pre ∧ Frame ∧ Post ⇒ RedunPost (1)

5.2 Examples

When we give problem statements to students, we observe that many students
primarily focus on examples. By adding examples as another form of redundancy
to specifications one gains the benefits of additional redundancy as well as the
ability to convey more clearly what is to be done. (Examples as part of interface
specifications first appeared in Larch/C++ [32].) For instance, in Figure 7, ex-
amples are used to show that isqrt is underspecified; the two examples given
show different approximations that may be returned for the square root of 31.

extern unsigned int isqrt(unsigned int & x) throw();

//@ behavior {

//@ requires assigned(x, pre);

//@ ensures (result-1)*(result-1) < x^ /\ x^ < (result+1)*(result+1);

//@ example x^ = 31 /\ result = 6;

//@ example x^ = 31 /\ result = 5;

//@ }

Fig. 7. Specification of the C++ function isqrt.

One might wonder whether examples are needed when one has case analysis;
for example, why not specify isqrt as in Figure 8? One reason is that this style
of specifying examples would not mark the examples as redundant for the reader.
Worse, the specification in Figure 8 is inconsistent, because it says that when x
is 31, the result must be both 5 and 6.
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extern unsigned int isqrt(unsigned int & x) throw();

//@ behavior {

//@ requires assigned(x, pre);

//@ {

//@ ensures (result-1)*(result-1) < x^ /\ x^ < (result+1)*(result+1);

//@ also

//@ requires x^ = 31;

//@ ensures result = 6;

//@ also

//@ requires x^ = 31;

//@ ensures result = 5;

//@ }

//@ }

Fig. 8. A bad (inconsistent) specification of isqrt; this shows how examples are
different than specification cases.

Examples can also be used to help debug specifications. What should be
checked is that an example, together with the frame, describes a pair of states
that are in the relation specified by the specification’s main parts. In terms
of predicates, this means that for each example, one should prove the following,
where Example is the example predicate, and Pre, Frame, and Post are as before.

(Example ∧ Frame)⇒ (Pre ⇒ (Frame ∧ Post)) (2)

By predicate calculus, this is the same as the following.

(Example ∧ Frame ∧ Pre)⇒ Post (3)

We believe that it is best to give examples that do not contradict the precon-
dition of a specification; hence it is also worthwhile to check that the conjunction
of the example predicate, frame, and precondition is consistent.

The reason why the frame is conjoined to the example predicate in Formula 2
is to avoid forcing the specifier to state what objects are not modified in exam-
ples. For instance, in Figure 7, if the frame axiom were not conjoined to the
example predicate, then there would be no way to prove that the example and
the precondition imply the frame and the postcondition for that example, since
the example predicate says nothing about the value of x in the post-state.

5.3 Redundant Preconditions

One can also apply the idea of redundancy to the precondition. The requires
redundantly clause in Larch/C++ is the analog of the ensures redundantly
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clause for the precondition. It allows one to state redundant preconditions. Re-
dundant preconditions are sometimes useful for pointing out to the reader prop-
erties that follow from the semantics of the specification language, such as that
certain objects are allocated or assigned. For example, in Figure 9, the requires
redundantly clause highlights the fact that reference arguments are implicitly
required to be allocated, and that unsigned integers are non-negative.

extern unsigned int isqrt(unsigned int & x) throw();

//@ behavior {

//@ requires assigned(x, pre);

//@ requires redundantly allocated(x, pre) /\ x^ >= 0;

//@ ensures (result-1)*(result-1) < x^ /\ x^ < (result+1)*(result+1);

//@ example x^ = 31 /\ result = 6;

//@ example x^ = 31 /\ result = 5;

//@ }

Fig. 9. A specification of isqrt that shows the use of requires redundantly.

To use the requires redundantly clause in debugging a specification, one
would prove the following, where again Pre is the desugared precondition, and
RedunPre is the redundant precondition.

Pre ⇒ RedunPre (4)

It would be possible to have an analog of the example clause for precondi-
tions, say with an example input clause. The example input predicates would
be used in debugging the specification by checking that they are consistent with
the precondition. Example inputs are not included in the current version of
Larch/C++ [33], because we have not found a great need for them.

5.4 Redundant Frames

Larch/C++ was also the first interface specification language to extend the idea
of redundancy to the modifies and trashes clauses. In Larch/C++, one can
use modifies redundantly and trashes redundantly clauses. One use for
such clauses is to highlight objects that are implicitly allowed to be modified
or trashed because some explicitly named object has been declared to depend
on them [37]. The debugging of redundant frames is analogous to that used for
redundant preconditions; that is, one would prove that the permissions that are
claimed to be redundant follow from the language’s semantics and the explicit
permissions.
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5.5 An Alternative Design for Redundancy

We now briefly describe an alternative design for redundancy that has been
considered for Larch/C++, but never adopted. We are experimenting with it
in our specification language for Java [34], and it may be of interest to other
specification language designers.

The idea is that instead of having clauses that allow the specification of
redundancy, that one label entire specification cases as redundant or examples.
For example, one might write the specification of Figure 6 as in Figure 10.

extern void dec_ref(char *cp, int & ref_count) throw();

//@ behavior {

//@ requires allocated(cp, pre) /\ assigned(ref_count, pre)

//@ /\ ref_count^ >= 1;

//@ modifies ref_count;

//@ trashes *cp;

//@ ensures ref_count’ = ref_count^ - 1

//@ /\ (if ref_count’ = 0 then trashed(*cp) else ~trashed(*cp));

//@ }

//@ behavior redundantly {

//@ requires allocated(cp, pre) /\ assigned(ref_count, pre)

//@ /\ ref_count^ > 0;

//@ modifies ref_count;

//@ trashes *cp;

//@ ensures ref_count^ > 1 => ~trashed(*cp);

//@ }

//@ example {

//@ requires ref_count^ = 1;

//@ modifies ref_count;

//@ trashes *cp

//@ ensures ref_count’ = 0 /\ trashed(*cp);

//@ }

Fig. 10. An alternative style for writing redundancy into specifications. This is
not part of Larch/C++, but given in a Larch/C++ style.

One advantage of this style is that it more cleanly separates the redundant
parts of a specification from the main parts. Also, examples seem clearer, because
the descriptions of the pre- and post-states are separated into the requires and
ensures clauses of the example.

The disadvantage of this style is that the specifications become somewhat
more verbose. In a behavior redundantly clause, one must repeat the precon-
dition and frame, which is not necessary with ensures redundantly. While an
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example clause does not need to repeat the precondition, it does seem necessary
to repeat the frame in examples, because this keeps the semantics of an omitted
modifies or trashes clause uniform. However, there might be ways of making
this more palatable.

6 History Constraints

Many specification languages allow one to state invariants for the values of an
abstract data type (ADT). An invariant property is one that must be true of each
object of the ADT in all visible states. A visible state is one that can be observed
by clients of the ADT. Such invariants can be seen as an expressive way to state
properties that would otherwise have to be repeated in every operation’s pre-
and postcondition. However, invariants are not mere notational abbreviations,
because they apply to all operations, even when new ones are added to an ADT.

Liskov and Wing introduced a similar idea as an aid to specifying OO pro-
grams that use behavioral subtyping [39, 38]. A history constraint for a type
describes a property of objects of that type (and all subtypes) that must hold
for any ordered pair of visible states in a computation, where the first state oc-
curs before the second. To make sense, such a property must describe a reflexive
and transitive relation on states. History constraints, if not stated as such, would
otherwise have to be repeated in every operation’s postcondition. However, his-
tory constraints are not mere notational abbreviations, because they apply to
all operations, even new ones added in subtypes.

A simple example is the constraint that some field of an object never changes
its value, once initialized. For instance, in the specification of a BoundedStack
class in Larch/C++, one might write the following history constraint, to state
that a Stack’s field max_size never changes.

//@ constraint max_size^ = max_size’;

The max_size field is allowed to be initialized, because history constraints do not
apply to constructors, as the pre-state value of the object is not visible. (Techni-
cally, in Larch/C++ this is because the field has not yet been assigned a proper
value upon entry to a constructor.) For analogous reasons history constraints
do not apply to destructors. However, the example constraint does say that one
cannot list make_size in a modifies clause for a normal operation (C++ mem-
ber function) of the type BoundedStack. It thus collects information that would
otherwise be spread out in all the modifies clauses of all the operations. Fur-
thermore, the immutability of a field like this would only be written negatively,
by not being listed in all these modifies clauses. Finally, the immutability of a
field could be changed by new operations or by subtypes if it were not listed in
the history constraint.

History constraints can also be used to succinctly express monotonic rela-
tionships between pre- and post-states. For example, the Larch/C++ manual’s
specification of a class Person [33, Section 7.1.1], includes the following history
constraint, which expresses the inexorable arrow of time.
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//@ constraint age^ <= age’;

To allow debugging of invariants and history constraints, Larch/C++ also al-
lows one to state redundant invariants and history constraints, using invariant
redundantly and constraint redundantly clauses.

An innovation in Larch/C++ is that one can limit a history constraint so
that it only applies to various named operations [11] [33, Section 7.4]. This can
be used to collect common, monotonic, parts of the postconditions of several
operations in one place. A more general version of this idea was advocated by
Borgida et al. as an approach to dealing with frame axioms [5]. The form found in
Larch/C++ is useful in specifying history constraints for types that are intended
as supertypes of weak behavioral subtypes [11, 10] [33, Section 7.8]. However,
an explanation of weak behavioral subtyping is outside the scope of this paper.

7 Other Related Work

Our goal of making pre- and postcondition specifications more expressive is
also served by the refinement calculus [2, 3, 4, 43, 44, 45]. The major exten-
sion in the refinement calculus is the use of abstract programs as specifications.
These are programs that may include specification statements (and other kinds
of nonconstructive statements). This makes it possible to specify higher-order
procedures conveniently, and is particularly useful in component-based or event-
driven settings [6]. However, this extension is orthogonal to the techniques we
have discussed.

The work of Perry on Inscape [48] also has as one of its goals making pre-
and postcondition specifications more practical. It adds to postconditions the
notion of an obligation, which clients are expected to satisfy eventually. Again,
this extension is orthogonal to those discussed in this paper. Inscape also splits
preconditions up into three kinds, although none of them are redundant and
thus cannot be used for debugging specifications. Perry’s Instress tool uses static
analysis to help debug programs, not specifications.

The Extended Static Checker from Compaq SRC [9] carries on this tradition
of static analysis using specifications to help debug programs; again the work is
not aimed at helping debug specifications. The specifications used in this checker
do, however, have some additional constructs for more expressive framing than
what is described in this paper.

Our emphasis on expressiveness in specifications can be seen as following
the emphasis on expressive notation in the “calculational school” of Dijkstra,
Gries, and others (see, e.g., [12, 14, 19, 20]). These authors have considerably
adapted standard mathematical notations to be more consistent and commu-
nicative. However, they have not directed much attention to the pre- and post-
condition technique itself. Similarly, the specification language Z has a great
variety of notational refinements, but these refinements are not aimed at the
pre- and postcondition technique.
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8 Conclusions

In this paper we have described several enhancements to the pre- and postcondi-
tion technique for specifications. These enhancements contribute to the expres-
siveness of Larch/C++, and could be adapted to other specification languages.
We have suggested how the enhancements help the specifier communicate more
effectively with potential clients and implementors. Moreover, they do not result
in any loss of formal rigor.

In our experience, the most significant of these enhancements is the ability
to add redundant examples to specifications. In addition to their potential use in
debugging specifications, we have found that they can help make specifications
clearer. We are also excited about their potential for automated testing [22].

Besides examples, the enhancement we use most often is case analysis [59,
Section 4.1.4] [57]. This is helpful in stating specifications of procedures that
may throw exceptions. However, since it is more general than a special-purposed
notation for exceptions, it is also useful in breaking up the logic of a specification
into more easily understood parts.

Even if specification language designers do not like our syntax, we hope
they will address the issues we have raised and go beyond them. We also look
forward to experimental tests of the expressiveness of these enhancements, and
the eventual refinement of our ideas by that research.
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